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OUSD Buys 50,000 
Chromebooks, Cuts 
Electricity to Pay For 

Them

80 Freshmen Starve When Free Pizza 
Never Arrives

By Writer #7
In a ambitious attempt to bring 

the school district into the 20th 
century, Antwan Wilson an-
nounced Friday that every student, 
teacher, parent and dog will have 
their own personal chromebook 
to be kept at school. But  chaos 
ensued when district accountants 
tallied up the cost of the measure 
and realized that buying the 80,000 
chromebooks required would 
consume the entirety of the OUSD 
budget for the next ten years. Joe 
Hankas, The assistant superinten-
dent pioneering the program was 
hesitant to go back on his word.

“A few million dollars will not 
stand in the way of us preparing 
these kids for the future” he said 
publicly before murmuring to a 
colleague “and I really like having 

a job.”
 To close the budget hole dis-

trict officials have proposed a 
number of measures. Most notable 
among them are planned power 
cuts. Hankas promises the cuts will 
not be debilitating. 

“There will still be electricity 
between the hours of 1:20 PM and 
2:15 PM on Mondays through 
Wedneday and 8:15 AM and 9:20 
AM on Thursdays.” 

Inventive students have found 
another use for the lifeless ma-
chines. Tech Sophomore, Jill 
Thomas, demonstrated how a 
closed chromebook could be 
repurposed as writing surface. “It’s 
perfect for when you have to take 
notes but you’re sitting on the floor 
because there aren’t enough chairs 
for everyone in the class,” she said.

Leadership Announcements 
Revealed to Use Subliminal Messages

By The People’s 
Elbow

April 21st, 2016 was 
a devastating day for 
the Tech community, 
now dubbed Pizza-
gate.  SLICE, the Youth 
Ministry that provides 
free slices of pizza to any 
students who will listen 
to their weekly motiva-
tional speeches, did not 
show up at Tech. 

Not long after it was 

clear that SLICE would 
not be coming that day, 
a group of 80 Fresh-
men who had grown 
accustomed to spend-
ing their lunch times 
listening to “secular” 
motivational speeches 
and eating greasy pizza, 
engaged in a cannibalis-
tic, hunger-games style 
chase games. “I’ve never 
feared more for my life,” 
says one student about 

the chase. “Not only was 
I starving, but now my 
only option was to eat 
my friends, something 
that I swore I’d never 
do.” 

“I got over it, went 
across the street, and 
bought pizza,” says a 
Sophomore who was 
looking forward to pizza 
that day. Continuing, he 
muttered “freshmen.” 

Although no serious 

injuries were obtained 
during the Pizzagate 
chase, certain students 
could be found later in 
the day icing bite marks 
on their limbs. 

SLICE was notified 
of the events and has 
sworn that they will not 
miss another Thursday 
for the rest of the school 
year.

Minimum Day Schedule Changed To “The Third 
Thursday When Pluto Aligns With Saturn”

By Lakeness
 Monster
A little confused by 

this year’s minimum day 
schedule? Not to worry! 
In an effort to diversify 
and expand the pure 
culmination of antiq-
uity, uniqueness and 
utter disarray that is the 
OUSD, district officers 
have moved away from 
using a standard 365 
day lunar calendar and 
have  replaced it with 
something akin to the 

mayan calendar. 
    The office of Ant-

wan Wilson reported 
that this new calendar 
is simpler, more cost 
effective and “a step 
in the right direction. 
For example, if we are 
to determine the min-
imum days in August, 
we simply look for 
when the third Thurs-
day when Pluto aligns 
with Saturn”, accounting 
for possible full moon 
exceptions.” 

    But what if the 

mayan calendar runs 
into conflict with our 
standard 7 day work 
week? Not to worry, 
the district has thought 
ahead. In this scenario 
a full grown rooster is 
taken to a marble tiled 
chessboard arranged in 
a 7x7 formation grain 
is scattered and which-
ever square the chicken 
eats all the grain from 
first is marked down. 
This process is repeated 
until 6 more squares 
are found (to account 

for our 7 day week). 
A pentagram is then 
chalked out on the 
board and the prayer to 
Beelzebub is repeated 
“Ash nazg durbatulûk, 
ash nazg gimbatul, ash 
nazg thrakatulûk, agh 
burzum-ishi krimpat-
ul.” The rooster is then 
sacrificed along with a 
fattened ewe and three 
goats. The spilled blood 
then congealed on the 
chosen Wednesdays. 

Generic blurry photo of the the Tech field that ould be applied to any article about the school

By The People’s Elbow
The Science Depart-

ment of Oakland Tech 
has recently uncovered 
the presence of sublim-
inal messaging in Oak-
land Tech’s Leadership 
announcements. When 

played backwards, the 
words “Bulldog bucks are 
legitimate currency. Wear 
your ID. Travel in packs. 
Go to detention already.” 
can be heard repeated over 
and over again by a chorus 
of tired and disinterested 

voices.
When the administra-

tion was asked about this, 
no one denied it, and the 
office simply responded, 
“It’s the only way they’ll 
listen”.
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News
Overworked Tech Counselors Use Time Portals to 

Write College Recommendations
By Lakeness Monster
Jesse Jackson’s $10 Million 

dollar Intel Grant wasn’t the 
only big gift tech faculty and 
students received last year. A 
quieter much less public cer-
emony was held by Lawrence 
Livermore Labs to celebrate 
the gift of a Space Time 
Phase Shifter---or time ma-
chine---to OT’s counseling 
staff which they say will help 
ease the workload, especially 
during college apps season.

    “Having the time 
machine really saved me this 
year,” one counselor reported, 
who chose to remain anony-
mous as the Space Time 
Shifter is still considered to 
be classified material protect-
ed by both Federal, State and 
Military Law. “There are just 
so many hours in a day. I 
never could write 400 recom-
mendations for all my college 

bound kids and carry out my 
normal counseling duties. 
Now, I literally have unlimited 
hours!”

    “I zapped myself back 
500 years, wrote 50 recom-
mendations and returned 
to my officer before anyone 

noticed!” Another counselor 
reported. 

    But how exactly does 
this machine work? James 

Fillmore PhD. Director of Liv-
ermore Labs Special Weapon 
Research Division described 
the Time Shifter as, “a 21st 
century machine that creates 
a small bubble within space-
time, while in that bubble, our 
warrior drones, or in Oakland 
Tech’s case, the counselors, 
will become immune to the 
relative passage of time and 
be able to complete missions...
or common applications....in 
a virtual state of suspended 
animation.”

    The district is celebrating 
this new piece of equipment 
as well announcing that now 
the counseling staff can be cut 
even further to balance the 
OUSD budget. School counselors sit on desks and they use tissues in their day to day lives.

By Writer #7
Tech administrators gave 

the first demo of their new 
program to implant every 
student with a scannable mi-
crochip that will replace their 
laminated IDs. Tech adminis-
trators have long sought ways 
to stop dangerous strangers 
from entering the campus 
but new Assistant Principal 
Kate Craig may have finally 
discovered what to do about 
it. After seeing the vet implant 
a microchip into her cat for 
identification, Craig hit on the 
idea that the same thing could 

be done for minors. It didn’t 
take her long to find a small 
surgical drill that could de-
posit the chips directly under 
student’s skin. Tech will pilot 
the program with people who 
have ten or more tardies as an 
alternative to detention. At 
her demonstration on Friday, 
Craig was unable to find a vol-
unteer from the tardy pool to 
be the first subject so she ges-
tured to a student at random. 
Two school security officers 
(SSO) grabbed the bewildered 
student, Sophomore Haley 
Ng, and forced her down 

upon Craig’s fold up table. 
“My number one priority 

is student safety,” Craig said 
as she pulled the trigger on 
the surgical drill. “How can 
students be expected to learn 
if they are in constant fear of 
bodily harm?” Ng could be 
heard screaming as the drill 
descended into her flesh. 
Craig offered her a wooden 
block to bite. 

“As a school official, I 
can’t give out painkillers,” she 
explained. “How would it look 
if the Assistant Principal was 
dealing drugs to students?” 

While some students are 
skeptical of the new program, 
others are hesitant propo-
nents. 

“If this means that I don’t 
have to go to the trouble of 
pulling out my wallet and 
showing my ID after every 
lunchtime,” Tech Sophomore, 
Coalminer Phillips said. “I am 
all for it.”

Tech security is fully 
prepared to stop dangerous 
intruders whose bodies do not 
scan. As soon as the stranger 
enters the building and fails 
the scan test, an unarmed 

security guard will respect-
fully ask them to stop and 
identify themselves. In the 
rare situation when an intrud-
er continues to advance, Tech 
security has a reserve weapon: 
Forcefully telling them to stop. 
Craig plans for the microchips 
to remain in students bodies 
for the foreseeable future and 
she believes that they will be a 
great momento of high school 
for Tech alumni. “Memories 
fade,” she said. “Surgical scars 
don’t.”

Tech To Require Mandatory Chip Implementation For 
School Identification

By The People’s Elbow
Due to the astronomical 

success of Oakland Tech’s all-
new “manufacturing period,” 
the Governing Overlord Soci-
ety of Iconoclastic Sociology 
PhDs (GOSSIP) now running 
the Oakland Unified School 
District announced in a press 
conference Tuesday that, as 
part of a new push for “hands-
on learning” and “we’ve got 
to make America great again,” 

Oakland Tech will now be 
converted to a full-time car 
manufacturing factory. “I 
knew this day would come,” 
said new principal, former 
coach, joyfully from the front 
seat of his 1976 Ford minivan. 
“40 years of using annoying 
high-pitched bells to engrain 
the routines of a downtrod-
den, mindless labor force in 
the minds of children is finally 
paying off.” 

The members of GOSSIP 
have outlined a 5-point star 
shaped plan with an all-en-
compassing, circumscribing 
theme of unity (⛥) that will 
include a variety of new fea-
tures sure to improve students’ 
“workforce readiness,” a term 
that has never previously been 
used by any district official 
on record to date. Step one: 
the entire freshman class will 
be given sledgehammers and 

turned loose to demolish the 
portables, which will later be 
used as scrap metal and spare 
parts for the cars. The school 
day will begin at 4 A.M. sharp 
(or face punitive action) and 
end at 1 A.M.  the following 
day. For students unable to 
make the commute, the boys 
gym is being converted to 
army-style barracks in keeping 
with the theme of reverting 
back to our former glory and 

making America great again. 
In addition, students will no 
longer receive diplomas in 
exchange for their efforts, but 
will instead receive credits for 
a new “Oakland Tech Com-
pany Store” to be operated by 
the Oakland Tech Secretary’s 
Office.

Technical Not Tech: OT to Revert to Full-time 
Car Manufacturing Factory
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News
Colleges Now Accepting Animals Sacrafices As Supplements

By Writer #7
    In an act of desperation 

to choose between the thou-
sands of straight-A young 
hedge fund managers, some 
colleges have decided to take 
small mailed offerings. 

“It’s sometimes hard for 
us really to assess a student’s 
passion and desire to be in a 
competitive learning environ-
ment.” Sarah Falk, Dean of 
Admissions at Harvard said. 

“But if he or she goes to the 
effort of butchering a boar 
and sending us the extracted 
liver, we really know that they 
are driven to go here.” The 
supplement would be totally 
optional and Falk says she is 
aware that not every student 
may have the means or oppor-
tunity to FedEx a disembow-
eled school mascot. But she 
does believe that it would help 
admissions officers make a 

more informed decision. “No 
applicant should feel pres-
sured to do more than their 
capable,”Falk said. “The offer-
ing, I mean option just gives 
us another way to understand 
each student as a whole per-
son.” No matter its intentions, 
the new proposal has made 
some students anxious. “I am 
just not sure if I should send 
12 bulldog hearts in addition 
to the livers, Tech Junior Jake 

Pellburg said, “Does that seem 
too desperate? I want them to 
know how much I care but I 
don’t want them to think that 
I am not sufficiently involved 
in my other extracurriculars.” 
Other students were more 
optimistic. “I really think 
animal offerings will create 
more economic equality in 
the college admission pro-
cess” William York, another 
Tech Junior who prefers to be 

known as “just Will” said. “I 
mean anyone can slaughter 
some farm animal. Personal-
ly, I am having my dad order 
12 pre-butchered bulldogs 
because I am just so busy. But 
that’s just me. People who 
have a less full schedule don’t 
have to do that.”

Blood Pact Required To Apply For $500 Scholarship
By The People’s Elbow
Heads up, seniors looking 

to escape your inevitable life-
time of debt!!!! (!!!!). Getting 
money for college is easy, once 
you’re willing to put in a little 
time to show all those faceless 
corporations out there you’re 
worth their time! Remember, 
the best way to prove you’re 
a special individual to the 
patrons of the world is through 

data entry.
    An exciting new schol-

arship, co-funded by Denny’s, 
Apple, McDonalds, the Chipo-
tle PR Defense Fund, Exxon, 
Satan, the Federal Reparative 
Apology for Redlining Fund, 
and Jamba Juice, has just 
opened up, and the qualifi-
cations are lower than ever. 
If you’re a student with a 5.0 
GPA, have participated in at 

least three competitive sports 
teams on a professional level 
for the past 10 years, row, are 
well-equipped for coal mining, 
have a SAT score of 2399+ and 
have gotten a perfect score on 
all 20 SAT Subject Tests in one 
session, and are at least 6’3’’, 
that’s right, you qualify for this 
exciting new scholarship.

    How to apply is easy - 
simply ask at your local DMV 

for an application (three short 
answers and a twelve-para-
graph essay question; “How 
will you uniquely serve your 
new overlords?”), fill it out, 
submit, and give your consent 
to enter a six-week intensive 
seminar that involves fun, 
academic engagement, draw-
ing blood, organ donation, 
and team-building. You will 
be selected for this seminar at 

a random time! How exciting! 
Simply completing all those 
steps will enter you into a pool 
of roughly 17 million other 
applicants around the world, 
all vastly more qualified than 
you, and if you are selected as 
the sole winner, you will win 
the grand prize of nearly $500 
(Canadian Dollars).

By Generic White Paideia 
Student

In response to yet anoth-
er recent surge in muggings 
on the streets surrounding 
Tech despite North-Canyon-
Upper-East-Left-Shark-by-
Northwest Rockridge’s rapid 

gentrification, Oakland Tech’s 
administration sent out a 
letter printed in color ink 
on inexplicably bright neon 
purple probably way more 
expensive than regular white 
paper reminding students to 
remain vigilant and aware of 

their surroundings. Students 
are being encouraged to “walk 
in teams of 70” and “employ 
ancient Roman battle pha-
lanx formation techniques” 
to discourage potential mug-
gers. In addition, the Memo-
rial Mugging Committee to 

Memorialize Muggings and 
Celebrate Muggers, coin-
cidentally owned by ABC 
Portraits, has just entered into 
a $50 billion contract with 
the Oakland Tech treasurer’s 
office to teach students free 
self-defense classes during 

3rd period. Thus, Tech will be 
switching to assembly sched-
ule for the rest of the school 
year. The freshmen class has 
organized a protest to whine 
about physical activity being a 
part of their lives.

Tech Administration Tells Students To “Walk In Teams of 70” 
To Deter Mugging

By The People’s Elbow
In a logical and district-ap-

proved turn of events, Oak-
land Tech’s Green Club has 
recently decided to do more 
than water the school garden 
and sort through the school’s 
trash. 

Over the last few months, 
the single remaining member 

of Green Club has partnered 
with the construction site on 
Broadway to borrow their 
bulldozers and completely 
raze the site of upper cam-
pus, pulverizing portables 
and sloppy murals into an 
eco-friendly pile of rubble. 

“If we’re feeling good about 
it, we might take down some 

of the surrounding buildings 
as well,” said the competent 
staff sponsor of the club. 
“We’ll see where this leads.” 

All students who had class 
at upper campus will be ex-
pected to spend their new free 
period gathering trash from 
the surrounding neighbor-
hood to feed the pile.

“We’ve given up trying to 
teach them what compost is 
at this point,” said the club 
member. “Even plastic will de-
grade in 450 years, and that’s 
the amount of time it would 
have taken to install a conven-
tional composting program 
anyway. ”

Standing in the wreckage 

of the former Fashion Art 
and Design Academy (FADA) 
classrooms, the head teacher 
remarked, “This is the most 
support they’ve shown for the 
arts in decades.”

Green Club Demolishes Upper Campus To Feed the Growing Compost Pile

By Lakeness Monster
The boy’s bathroom next 

to the football field used to 
be home to a rusty, friendly, 
and probably sanitary Weber 
E-310 Grill, but the grill has 
mysteriously disappeared, and 
has been replaced by a state-
of-the-art kitchen. Bathroom 
users now have the option 
to use the bathroom sinks, 
complete with dead spiders 
and old ramen noodles, or the 

snap-operated, stainless steel 
sink, set in a counter made 
of authentic Carrara marble. 
Hungry between classes? 
Open up the stainless steel 
fridge and help yourself to 
fresh fruit or a yogurt. The 
kitchen also features a 6-burn-
er stove, a pizza oven, and a 
top of the line collection of 
knives, pots, and pans. 

    The kitchen was donat-
ed by Celebrity Chef, Bobby 

Flay’s charity, Let’s Eat!  which 
aims to provide cooking les-
sons and fresh food to urban 
teenagers. The cooking classes 
take place from 2:00 AM until 
3:15 AM on Tuesday morn-
ings. The Scribble Staff has 
found no students who have 
witnessed the classes in action, 
but says one Sophomore, “they 
must be pretty dope.” 

Let’s Eat! Chose to use the 
bathroom at Oakland Tech 

because of its rich history as a 
culinary center. The school’s 
beloved grill, which it uses to 
make the hot dogs to sell at 
football games, appeared in 
the bathroom at the beginning 
of the 2015-2016 school year. 
“It was the perfect place to 
store a grill” says a Tech Se-
nior, “and now it is the perfect 
place for a kitchen!” 

Concerns about how the 
kitchen’s proximity to toilets 

could be unsanitary have been 
raised, but as a Tech Junior 
claims, “there’s fecal matter on 
basically everything, so who 
cares if it is on this.”

Although lines to get into 
the bathroom have significant-
ly increased, Tech’s boys are 
overwhelmingly enthusiastic 
about the new kitchen. Stop by 
and see it for yourself. 

Grill in Boy’s Bathroom Replaced With Fully Functional Kitchen
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By Discount Sushi
On January 1st, all Oak-

land Tech teachers received 
a memo from Ms. Morrison 
stating that, “Due to exorbi-
tant cuts in our budget, all 
current textbooks must be 
burned for firewood, and we 
will revert back to using the 
last major set of textbooks we 
bought, which happen to be 
from the 1920s”.

    Three months into the 
new textbook experiment, stu-
dents and teachers alike have 
some serious concerns. One 
female US History student was 
particularly distressed when 

she read that she could not 
vote in the upcoming election. 
“I was going to vote in the up-
coming election for a measure 
that would increase school 
funding but I just read I can’t 
vote”.  An  AP Environmental 
Science student echoes these 
concerns, claiming that their 
new textbook is “a farmer’s 
‘Almanack’,” and Calculus stu-
dents seem to be having some 
trouble adjusting to abacuses.

On the other hand, Phys-
iology and Health Academy 
students are delighted with the 
level of experimentation and 
simplicity their textbooks now 

espouse, while Biology stu-
dents report, “not expecting to 
take a Bible Studies class, but 
simpler is better”. Computer 
Science students are thrilled to 
earn free credits, and Litera-
ture students report “no no-
ticeable changes to the curric-
ulum, old sport”. The Fashion, 
Art, and Design Academy is 
currently undergoing a revolt 
to protest how the Victorian 
limitations have affected their 
grades, but administrators 
reported, “not knowing where 
the academy is, nor having the 
inclination to find out”.

Oakland Unified, a district 

that already lags behind on 
many of the state standards 
of academic success, will be 
further set-back by the lack 
of adequate textbooks. When 
asked for comment, one anon-
ymous Tech administrator 
said, “We’ve basically accept-
ed defeat on this Spring’s set 
of standardized tests and are 
focusing on finding solutions 
to make next year’s curricu-
lum more contemporary, like 
newspaper clippings.”

For teachers, the new 
textbook situation is especially 
scary. “Our job as teachers is 
to inform our students and 

prepare them for what is going 
on in the real world. Now our 
students will be just as ill-in-
formed as most of the Amer-
ican public,” claims an upset 
Government teacher. 

    As of now, the PTA has 
started a petition and a go-
fundme page to update the 
textbooks to at least 1950. The 
project has been met with 
little funding but many in-
trigued sociologists willing to 
pay Oakland Tech to continue 
using these textbooks indefi-
nitely.

Tech Administration To Bring Back Textbooks From the 1920s 
Citing Budget Concerns

Frustrated Oakland Tech Non-Academy Students Organize Coup to 
Use Engineering Academy Bathroom

By The People’s Elbow
ENGINEERING ACADE-

MY - Citing what they called, 
“a long history of health risks, 
dirt, cramped spaces, long 
lines, wet toilet seats, fecal 
matter in the urinals, leaky 
faucets, fresh blood, turbo 

flushes, and no paper towels,” 
Oakland Tech non-academy 
students declared this week 
that they have had enough and 
stampeded into the Engi-
neering Academy to use the 
restroom.

 “It was unstoppable,” said 

one IWE staffer, “we attempt-
ed to engineer balsawood and 
masking tape gates to stop the 
flow of people but without any 
immediate cash incentive, we 
couldn’t quite build quick-
ly enough”. These Academy 
students all received F’s, as 

the legions of Tech students, 
drugged and unwashed, flood-
ed the tiny bathroom in the 
corner of the Academy room, 
using it relentlessly and with-
out guilt or remorse. Not even 
the citrus breeze air freshener 
was spared, with several of 

the plebeians inhaling large 
amounts of it while fist-bump-
ing each other and agreeing 
on what a far out dude Mr. 
Merrill is. Rumors say it still 
stands to this day.

Library to be Declared Separate City After Years of Chaos
By The People’s Elbow
Following what faculty 

staff and administrators have 
called, “a history of unman-
ageability, chaos, eternal 
violence, a Tartarus, bleak and 
unending, the food, oh god, 
the food,” the Library has been 

officially declared a war zone 
by the state of California. An 
anonymous administrator 
asked for comment said that 
this move was “unavoidable,” 
and “ultimately a good thing”. 
As of time of writing, the 
books that once occupied the 

library are currently being 
burned for the purpose of 
heating the staff offices. A new 
disclosure now hangs outside 
of the library doors, warning 
students and teachers wishing 
to enter the library that they 
are to be found legally respon-

sible for their own deaths, et 
cetera, and that not even God 
will be able to save them from 
the presences, spiritual and 
physical, within. One observer 
noted that upon entering the 
library, it appeared to lack the 
components of warfare and 

seemed to be “students quietly 
working and talking together, 
like normal people”, though 
how this claim could be pos-
sible without staff and police 
supervisors is currently under 
investigation by the Oakland 
Unified School District.

Oakland Past: That Sad Looking Cedar On 42nd 
By John Cena
On your casual strolls 

through Tech campus, 
you may have have turned 
a blind eye to this his-
torical wonders in our 
midst. The next time you 
do so, stop it. Stop it right 
now. Immediately force 
your attention to the sky 
and bask in the natural 
beauty that our school has 
to offer. There is history 
going on and also nature 
and you are missing them 
both. A perfect example 
of the things you should 
be dedicating your every-
day life to: The Sad Look-
ing Cedar On 42nd Street.

    Little known to the 
Tech community, this fine 

specimen of greenery has 
fought its way through the 
urban wasteland from the 
beginning.

    Robert Wayne Eu-
gene Philson, an alumnus 
of one of the earliest grad-
uating classes of Tech, 
recounted his fond mem-
ories of the tree through 
a cloud of “medicinal 
incense” in the lobby of 
his nursing home.

    “You know, they 
built good old Tech-
nical right around the 
Sad Looking Cedar,” he 
recalled. “It was the crown 
jewel of the school, they 
just put it off to the side. 
See that C in Technical? C 
for cedar.”

    Philson recalled the 
days when the student 
body respected nature.

    “We used to water 
that tree every day,” he 
said mournfully. “We 
used to skip class and 
circle around it for hours. 
Broadway was just dirt 
then. Good times.”

    And as the Sad 
Looking Cedar continued 
to grow, so did its fame. 
During his time at Tech, 
Clint Eastwood spent 
years brooding hand-
somely under the tree. 
The Black Panthers once 
held a secret meeting 
around the Sad Looking 
Cedar, not knowing that 
the government had wire-

tapped its bark. When it 
wanted more people to 
notice it, the Sad Looking 
Cedar single-handedly 
created the 1989 Loma 
Prieta earthquake.

    Now the Sad Look-
ing Cedar is alone. The 
Sad Looking Cedar is tall 
and old and forgotten by 
the wall of the school. The 
Sad Looking Cedar has 
someone’s milk carton 
splashed across its roots. 
The Sad Looking Cedar 
is judging you as you roll 
into school at 8:31. The 
Sad Looking Cedar will 
outlive you and all your 
children and you are still 
not looking up.

Disclaimer: This newspaper should not be confused with the Oakland Tech publication with a similar name.

Tree (not near Tech, not Cedar)


